Runners who wish to run with a friend or the NYRR Pace Team can move back to the slower wave/corral.

Please consider not bringing a bag to the race. If you check a bag, it must be the clear plastic bag you receive at the RBC Brooklyn Half Pre-Party Presented by New Balance with the tag affixed. No other bag will be accepted at bag check.

Wave 1 bag check is located on Eastern Parkway at Franklin Avenue east of the security screening. Wave 2 bag check is located on Eastern Parkway at Grand Army Plaza before security screening. Check your bag by handing it to an NYRR volunteer at your UPS truck that corresponds with your bib number. Please adhere to the bag-check drop-off time for your assigned wave.

All bags are subject to inspection. Any bag left unattended will be confiscated by NYPD and could cause an interruption to the day’s events. No hydration backpacks, backpacks, props, costumes, or selfie sticks are allowed in the corrals or on the course. Waist belts with water bottles and hand-held water bottles are permitted.

Bins will be located in corrals to donate extra clothing to Goodwill. Waste diversion stations will be available for any trash and waste needs.

The race finishes on the Coney Island boardwalk (see map). You will receive a medal and a Recovery Bag Presented by Hospital for Special Surgery (HSS). Visit the HSS Runner Recovery Zone, where you can stretch and foam roll with the experts from HSS. The finish area is for runners only.

Claim your checked bag at the Maimonides Park (formerly MCU Park) parking lot until 11:30 a.m. Bags that are not claimed will be transported to the NYRR RUNCENTER featuring the NB Run Hub (320 West 57th Street in Manhattan) where they can be claimed on Monday, May 23 after 11:00 a.m.

New York Road Runners, whose mission is to help and inspire people through running, serves runners of all ages and abilities through races, community runs, walks, training, virtual products, and other running-related programming. Our free youth programs and events serve kids in New York City’s five boroughs and across the country.